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Clothes embody emotions as much as they spell an individual’s personality. Whether 
it is excitement, love, anger or confusion, every colour, every textile, every print and      
every silhouette from this collection exudes a certain emotion. Exploring various shades 
of human emotions, using different embroidery techniques our Spring Summer 2020 
collection, ‘Of Myriad Minds’ is composed of a colourful palette. The silhouettes are 
defined with a fresh and modern approach to style using fabrics and embroideries that 
are developed to showcase a different perspective and narrative behind each emotion. 

The design process echoes various moods and contrasting mindsets such as romance 
and violence. It is reflective of these extreme emotions and feelings and everything 
in-between that is showcased in this collection. Defined by playful hand-woven cotton 
fabrics that are juxtaposed with contrasting checks and stripes this collection strikes a 
fine balance between eccentricity and elegance with an underlying melancholy.



Shirt dress with belt
Reversible bucket hat 







Safari shirt
Safari pants 







Safari shirt with belt 
Safari pants  





Bomber jacket 
Jogger pants  







Bomber jacket 
Jogger pants 





Polo tee
Safari pants  









Oversized polo tee
Culottes with side slits 





Buttoned cami
Safari pants 





Double breast jacket 
Shorts with asymmetric cuffs
Reversible bucket hat 







Cami dress with keyhole 







Shirt with side pocket
        Jogger pants 







Shirt with double collar 
Cargo pants 

Reversible bucket hat 









Shift dress with side pockets 





Shirt with raglan sleeves 
Jogger pants 





Jacket with single button
Culottes with side slits





Anushé Pirani - motivated by the challenge to question conformist idea of clothing that 
can often feel a little predictable, created her contemporary namesake label in 2016. 
Born and raised in Mumbai, Anushé graduated in Fashion Merchandising & Retail 
Management from B.D. Somani Institute of Art & Fashion Technology  in 2012.

Nurturing and exploring the relationship between art, design and fashion with 
confident ease the label’s versatile approach translates successfully to both men’s 
and women’s wear effortlessly combining function with flair. The brand explores 
artistic intricacy with an unorthodox approach to silhouettes delivering versatile 
wearable clothing and redefining beauty. 

Produced in Mumbai, India the clothes are ethically created showcasing the finest 
craftsmanship and materials.

Models: Zenia Boga / Suvansh Dhar
Makeup artist: Adhishree Patil 
Hairstylist: Mamata Jain
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